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EARTH, ATMOSPHERIC, OCEAN, AND
PLANETARY
SCIENCES
TEST BOOKLET

Maximum Marks: 200

INSTRUCTIONS

‘This Test Booklet contains one hundred and fifty (20 Part "A’+ 50 Part *B' + 80 Part “C*)
Muttiple Choice Questions (MCQs). You are required to answer 4 maximum of 15, 35 and
25 questions from part “A’ “B” and °C’ respectively. In case more than cequired number of
questions are answered, only first 1S, 35 and 25 questions in Parts “A‘ “BY and °C*
tespectively. Wil be taken up for evaluation,
OMR answer sheet has been provided separately. Before You start filling up your puirticulars,
please ensure that the booklet contains requisite number of pages and that these are not torn
‘or mutilased, IF it 18 $0, you may request the Invigilator 10 change the booklet of the same
cade: Likewise, check the OMR answer sheet also. Sheets for rough work have been
‘appended! 10 the test booklet.
Write your Roll No... Name-and Serial Number of this Test Booklet on the OMR answer sheet
in the Space provided. Also put your signatures in the space earmarked.

You must darken the appropriate circles with a black bull pen related to Roll Number,
Subject
Code,
code and Centre Code on the OMR answer sheet, It is the sol
‘esponsibility of the candidate fo meticulously follow the instructions given on the

Answer Sheel, failing which, the computer shall not be able w decipher the correct
details which may ultimately vesuit in loss, including rejection of the OMR answer
het.
‘Each question in Par “A* and “B* carry 2 pmirks and Part °C* questions carry4 marks each,
respectively. There will be negative marking @ 0.50 marks for each wrong answer in Part
°A* and°B" and 1,32 marks for Part C
Below each question in Part” A’, “B” and °C” four alternatives or responses are given.
‘one of these alternatives is the “earrest" option to the question. You have to find, for Only
each
‘question, the correct of the best answer
‘Candidates found copying of resorting 16 any unfair means are liable to be disqualified from
this and future examinations:
Candidate should not write anything anywhere except on answer sheet or shests for rough
work.

Use of calculatoris NOT permitted,

After the test is over, at the perforation point, tear the OMR answer sheot, hand over
theoriginal OMR answer sheet to the invigitator and retain the carhonless copy for
your record.
‘Candidates who sit for the entire duration of the exam will only be permitted to cary their
‘Test booklet.
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ABCD is in rectangle anid O is the midpoint of
AD. P and Q are points on AB and CD,

ATTV/PART- A

respectively) such that AP=TAB and DQ=

Frente Pes faa ons a ts gone aT
apa Rie a Sef aan ee As sett ae

Pe.

TT AP

5
a
“The tatio of area
of the rectangle ABCD to that
of the triangle OPQ is
26
4
3.8
4.16
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figure A bur not figure B
figure B but not figure A
oth figures A and BB
rieither figure A nor figure B
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Balls are being rolled olit with equal initial
speeds along a frictionless, undulating (waveike) track in quick succession. There is denser
clustering of balls around point B than around
point A. Which of the following statements is
true?
1. Point Ais higher than B

2.
3.
4.

Point’ is higher than A
PointsA and fi tre at the’saine heights.
Balls reached point A first and then
point B
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4. Velocity-time curve of a body is given in the
diagram below:

‘The diagram showing the acceleration of this
body as a function of time is

Le
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In a city, each person has at least one hair on
his/her head. At least two persons in this city are
Ruaranteed to have exactly the same number of
hair on their heads if the population of the city
1. issgreater than the maximum possible
umber of hair on the head,
2. is less than the maximum possible
number of hair on the head.
3. has at least one pair of identical twins,
4, is genetically homogeneous.
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A metal wire is stretched along its length.
Another identical wire is heated. The resultant
length of the two wires is the same. What can be

Salesperson ‘A’ sells an object at a price Rs. 5

J,

than the marked price, receiving a commission of

said about the diameters of the two wires?

both diameters will have reduced equally’

both diameters will have increased equally
3. the hot wire has-a larger diameter than the

p

6

stretched wire

4. the hot wire has a smaller diameter
than the stretched wire

TS | Gre ge) & aren wee Fett gare

wat grat qe PS Hea Frat Hea 2019 ate
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1.
3.

609
709

2. 610
4. 710

The number of digits you have to type to write

Jess

than

the

marked

price,

receiving

a

commission of $% on the selling price. The same

object is sold by person *B* at a price Rs,15 less

15% on the selling price. IF both A and B receive
the same amount in commission, then what is the
marked prive of the object?
1
3.

20
. 30

10
225
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all the page numbers of @ book starting from 1
(first page) is 2019. What is the number of pages
in that book?

1, 609

2. 610
4.710,

wee Prardf

a: FA aie ramet F 91, 86,

3.

709

81, 79 Tay 92 ty aT gm SAH ee: TTT
uraiat sr stat 85 21 as qranme Fae Ret
ote fa?
1.

3.

83

81

2.85

4. 88

A student received the following marks in the
five of the six courses: 91, 86. 81, 79 and 92,
Average of his marks in six subjects is 85. How
many marks did he receive in the sixth subject?
1 8
2. 85
3. 8
4, 88
faiar a’ Tar arg afar eT A ORs, ST

Soft ote gait SB Pre er oe 5% aT Sloe

fran
gat barb Fah dae atta ger a
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Lo
2. 20
3. 225
4, 30
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10, ‘A ball rotates at'a rate r rotations per second and

simultaneously revolves around « stationary
point © at a rate R revolutions per second (R <
1), The rotation and revolution are in the same
sense. A certain point on the ball is in the line of
the centre of the ball and point © at 8 certain
time, This configuration repeats after
a time
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‘There are two examinations: A and B ina subject
which nfs evaluated ue Of 30 ahd 70 marks
respectively. in order to pass the course the
student has-to-get at least 40 % ir total ard at
least'40°% in B, ‘The following are the marks of
the siudlents S)10.5,.
Students Ta_[B'

13. Which oe of the following numbers is'a prime
‘uitiber?
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‘Two forest patches have, respectively, 100 and
200 teak trees OF thie Same age. Ifa given season,
all trees shed some of their leaves. at random.
‘The daily total collections of the leaf litter from
the two patches are expected to have
1. nearly equal means, standard deviations and
coefficients of variation
different mewns, nearly equal standard
deviations and enefficients of variation
3. different means, nearly equal standard
devinitions and different coetficiénts of
variation
4. different means, and standard deviae
tions but nearly equal coefficients of
variation
13. fra Tataht deny tare
1.183
3. 187
28H
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14. ‘The graph depicts the petrol priges (in Rs. per

litte) for the months April, May and June.
30
m5
70|
6

Opening Closing Wheat
Lowert
dite price ditwprce price
pice
Clavel mm Moy tune.

Pick the INCORRECT stateinenit.
1. ‘The highest price never crossed 75
2. The largest difference between the highest
and lowest price was for the month of June
3. Month of June stowed the largest decrease
of price between the opening date-and
losing date prive
4. All depicted prices lie between 70 and 80)
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15.

traveller to the town

A

reaches

Rarer are area & feeft ear

18, 4
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a crosstoad.

Upon asking residents A. B and € for directions
to aceriain destination, he gets the following
respainses

ydaewe

wedi wate

See

traveller

should go left
should go straight
should go right

‘will not be ableto detide between
going left or right
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3.

3.4567

346

2. 3.457

4,35

16. ‘The value ofa physica) quantity is measured to
be 3.45874 0,0022, Which one of the
following is the appropriate representation of the
restilt taking the errors in account?
2. 3.487
1, 3.4567
4.35
3. 346
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18 The graph below: shows the monthly average
rainfall and monthly: average temperate at
vertain place in India Where is this place most
likely to be located?
Monty average
Tempecsture

{f only one among A, B and C is truthful, the
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3.
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Onthe west coast
Onthe east coast
Inthe north-eastern hills
Inthe Himalayas Foothills
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19, ‘Two paraliel chords of length 8 em and 6 ch ofa
cirvle ate separated by & distance of1 em. Whe
radius-of the circle (in em) is
204 Nd
L 4
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17% The cross-section alone two mutually perpendicular axes of a solid object are @ circle and a
squuire, respectively, The object is
2, meytinder
1, atrunested cone
4. acube
3, athomboid
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Ifa P-wave ‘passes through a homogeneous

x

0

‘medium then the medium undergoes
1, avolume change
2. ho chainnge
volume
3. shearing
4, rotation
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20...GraplisA and B define the same felation-ship
between» and for x, 3°>0,
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Stratosphere and mesosphere

. troposphere and stratosphere

3. lysate

aft art
4. ater sere
21. For a layer having S-wave velogity (w.) higher
than the underlying half-space velocity (vz), the
Love wave will
|, have velocity between w) and vs
2. have velocity vj
3, have velocity 3
4. not be generated
22. af Petey ow eat arere & gee ame at

troposphere and mesasphere
thermosphere and troposphere
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24, ‘Atmospheric layers where convection takes
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In which one of the following regions. the
geostrophtic wind does NOT ocour?
1. North pote
2. South pole
3. Mid latitudes
4. Hquiator

fey
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28. ‘The hiahest gradient on the continental marginis

Fy

inner continental shelf
continental rise
continental slope
ahyssal plain
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2. 20-100
3. 20~100 gare
at
4, 20 — (00 tereter

26. ‘The Mitankavitch cycles of thie global climatic
variation operate over the time scales of
1. <20yr.
2. 20-100 yr,

3. Art Par, ae, a

4, 20-100 million yr.

SK

Met eT TET aE:

2, Aya,
Pa, ae Ge

3. 20-100 kilo yr,
27. OF
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TS

1.32
2, 255
3.0
4-17
27. OFF can be expressed in Kas
1-32
2. 255
3.0
4-17

31, The correct sequence of planets in order of
inereasing surface temperature is:
|. Saturn, Earth, Mars, Mercury
2, Neptune, Earth, Mercury, Ventis
3, Mars, Earth, Venus, Mercury
4. Uranus, Mars, Jupiter, Earth
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28, Anvil cloud tops are associated with the
following cloud type:
|. Fair weather cumulus 2. Altostratus:
3, Cumulonimbus
4. Cirrus

searrarg

2. eae Ba RS eT
3. aa
ura waa at

anit or
rearn
1 gee

4, ROA

2, faire
nar arte agar ar

29. Baroclinio atmosphere is coupled function of
1. Gravity and moisture
2. Specific and relative humidity
3. Pressuire and density
4. Humidity and pressure
1, Hae

agar

are erat are ea art aa or

2, met em erat are nes
3, wate tr

ear oar

4. Sarre ar
30. Which one of the following does NOT apply to
tropical cyclones?
1. Strongest surface winds aré not observed at
the centre.
2. Lowest surface presstire is observed ait the
centre
3, Watm core system
4, Cold core system

28H
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32, Statement-: Heat transport mechanism from the
gore to the base of the mantle is primarily by
convection,
Statement-I; Mantle plumes originate at, the
‘core-mantle boundary (CMB) from the regions
having tow heat flux compared to average CMB
heat flux.
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Which one of the following options is correct?
1. Both statements are correct.
2, Statement-I is correct but statement-Il is
incorrect.
3. Both statements are incorrect.
4, Statement-l is incorrect but statement-tI is
correct,

33, sa & shraft seameft Reriee
Goat act
‘sarey Perey ar fafores
erent 22
1.
2. after

3. ae fers

4. wre

33. Which one of the following landforms is.
‘characteristic of pluvial condition in the
glaciated regions?
1. Mountains
2. Lakes
3. Valley glaciers:
4. Karsts

10
iM frre at a ata ar ere et 2?
1, aera sree spear

a

@ afar ior ter aera

2. ee wom rare Safes ier ie

#

TAT,

3. aaa war dat Sit aay aT a
4. sara
aa drat aoa srs a
3. Which one of the following statements is
correct?
|. Folds are brite structures but faults are
ductile structures:
2, Folds are ductile structures bit faults are
britte structures
3. Both folds and faults are brittle structures
4.

Both folds and faults are ductile structures

are Shier
# Bef tard ght ever Are
arated faegie' vat ator?
1.

3. ft

2

OF

4, ere wet

38. How many lines of "No finite longitudinal strain*

are thete in a strain ellipse?
1. Two
2. One
3. ‘Three
4, None

36,

36.

ait 4 Pt raft

Fanarg
dt 2?
1 Fart,
3. ear

f-arvata Ft seat et

2, waitrie
4. Wrerée

Which one of the following minerals does NOT
show the phenomenon of double refraction?
1. Quartz
2. Fluorite
3: Calcite
4. Apatite

31. sifrdia ata at 3 tarde ae aaa Far
fea 3 3 ear amar 8?

1, ear

2. sard aear aret

3 aT
4. rae

37. In olivine group of minerals, which one of the

following increases with increase in Fayalite
content?
1.
2.

Hardness
Uniteell volume

3. Twinning
4. Melting point
28H

38, Sait Sate woe erate oe Fae
‘saree 27,
4, -zher

3. wart

aT

2

4. fer

38. Which one of the following is an example of

hotspot within a continental plate?
1. Bermuda
3. Azores

2.
4.

Yellowstone
Easter

39, Fret erat #, apres qecaretn spat eat é:

1. Rear

3. Herat

2. aR
4, refi

-

39. Among the following places. the Earth's gravity

is the least at

1. New York

3. Colombo:

2.

New Delhi

4. Sydney

40, ea afta 8 stay var seat att
afattas
aman frag ary 2?

1, wernt

3. wpréz

2, wvatrerte
4. Barrie

40. Which one of the following minerals is. good

conductor of electricity, besides being strongly
magnetic?
2. Pyrthotite
1. Pyrite
4. Sphalerite
3. Cuprite

ager after

1, Sen irey Rrra scar afites At att tet
Hare aaa Al
2. seq Pea afircar sat are azar ote

arftiettr
aft get are seat

3. Seneca
sea are aaa ae

afvedia
gf aa Hare an a

4, abet 8 ara san eee abircar e

Pinte ag erm

at. ‘The magnitude of an earthquake

1. increases with decreasein focal depth and
epicentral distance,
2. inoreases with inicrease in focal depth and
decreases with decrease in epiceritral
distance,
3. increases with decrease in focal depth and
inereases with increase in epicentral distance.
4. is independent of the epicentral distance and
focal depth.

it
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a2. Ifthe Sun loses some of its mass its distance to

the Earth remaining the same, the year on the
Eaith would have
1. more number of days, the diay being shorter
than the present.
2.. less number of days, the day: being longer
shan the present,
3. more number of days, the day being
of the
‘same fenath as the present.
4A. tess mimber
of days, the day being
of the
same length as the present,

43. atpotesA state aaa & rr rar
aration
ser 3 ft &

46. Which one of the following suggests that hill
crests and mountain peaks ina region are
remnants of'a former plain, plateau or erosion
surface?
1 Flat topped hills at different elevations:

2 Accordant summits

3. Diseordant summits:

4. Escarpments
with sharp etest

47. nek ore fear A Pgh ot Fe nee ar a
ardh afernarrg aeare wet 8, ere a eee

scape afirear &, ert Se are rem ret,
sa ares
att arte:

1 wetter
3. Teta

2. aeftate
4. eastate

|. 0:
3. NO}

47. A.grasstand soil that contains dark and thick
mineral surface horizon, abundant humus and
basic cations, and remains soft-afier drying is
known as:

Oxygen atom eequired to form tropdsptieris
ozone comes from
1. 0;
2 10,

48,Fate

3.

NO:

4.

3, pe iae

ra are

The ratio of inertial force to viscous force ina,

fluid is
1, Reynolds number
3, Froude number

2 Rossby number

4, Ekman number

45. ante Oota srag races ort at set S
1.

GLONASS.

3. IRNSS

2.

GNSS

4. INGAGAN

‘The Indian regional satellite navigation system is
known-as,
1, GLONASS:
2 GNSS
3. IRNSS
4: INGAGAN
28H

L. 9.66 xm

48,

2.
4.

4000 Ke we feo

3. 0.72 um

TTT

2 aataae

4.

Bntisol
Alfisol

RPO
T Aaa BET:

CO,

Feit xa 8 oerdia a ter carrer at

1. Sree

1.
3.

Mollisol
Spodosol

eater
2.

O48 um

4. 4.89 um

2s OF Faidiation emitted by a black body. at

4000 K

in vacuum is:

1. 9.66 jum:
3. 0.72 hum,

2.0.48 pm
4. 439 um

49. cea fa afta ane afer semen a
1, 3faee
3. EET

2, arate
4. gerite

49. Geographic areas with high biodiversity that is
sander threat are referred
be Habitats,
2. Biomes
3. Eeazones:
4. Hotspots

12
eae & ach Aref

ar gars eae

senate agat rit
stareat
senate ears
DY ret

1. afanht aprertfte
santa serene Hare
‘WaT
HT ETT ETAT

aT 8?

2. sftreft qoren tet gerry agranre & art

Which one of the following is the principal
source
of the arc magmatism?
1, Subducted oceanic crust
2. Mantle wedge
3. Subducted sediments

sper penSa
3, mew ate qa guorafechfte
aria wera
sifafeer
gut grat
4. ea operon afta seta mera at ata
$4.

4. Di" layer

st. aranaedt frectace
# afiat & afin
sear yar ahh, irre 3-ae cia 8 fst
ara a?

aftoht arand H, gett a gachta a aeatere
rea Sta meat At fear we: 2,

2.3
4.5

82. atastiont ft eal ft Ratt ort & Aarfior ar

aati
a4 4
1. Mn+

In the southern hemisphere, vertical and
horizontal components of the Earth's
magnetic field are directed, respectively,
1 |. Up and Northwards
2 - Up and Southwards
. Down and Northwards

2, Mn+

3. Mn

4. Mins

32. Under anoxic conditions manganese is expected
in water in the form of:

1 Mnet
3. Mn

53. aaa nae ger sed

amaze

2. Mnit
4. Mnf

ge sere A

ST

(warts Per
2. afe sereraT
3. agen oitaee var Fea

4, arofteer

Enrichment of dissolved substances in sea
surface microlayer is primarily caused by
1. serosol deposition
2, biological Productivity
3. bubble transport and bursting
4, evaporation
freafefing # a ata
ati a aaa
aa 82

28H

features

4, Warming of eastern equatorial Pacific

12
23
34
45
St. During an equilibrium crystallization, the
maximum number of minerals that can
‘crystallize from 3-component system is:
12
34

Which one of the following anomalous

is NOT associated with the El Nino?
1, Deepening of thermocline in the western
‘equatorial Pacific
2. Shoaling of thermocline in the western
equatorial Pacific
3. Surplus rainfall in central and/or eastern
wopical Pacific

we Petra sero a

56. Land and sea breezes are examples of:
|. Geostrophic ow

2. Baroetinie circulation
3, Barotropic
circulation
4. Thermohaline circulation
57.

saredta semerdte after arte aaa eT

ageantt te-warg at HES
1. som afeaita
gai ate

2, item efectita
i az

3. siren sieaite
yeni

4. Som festa
Peat ae

